Complex pattern of immunoglobulin mu gene expression in normal and transgenic mice: nonoverlapping regulatory sequences govern distinct tissue specificities.
Analysis of normal mice and transgenic mice carrying a rearranged immunoglobulin mu gene revealed a more complex tissue-specific pattern of mu gene expression than anticipated from previous observations. Expression of the endogenous mu locus and the mu transgene was detected both in lymphoid tissues and in skeletal muscle. Analysis of the expression pattern of mu transgenes containing intragenic deletions or point mutations in binding sites for Oct transcription factors (OCTA sites) indicated that distinct regulatory sequences control lymphoid- and muscle-specific mu gene expression. Consistent with previous transfection experiments, mu gene expression in lymphoid tissues is dependent on the intragenic enhancer and the OCTA site in the promoter. However, neither of these regulatory sequences is required for mu gene expression in skeletal muscle that is governed by a muscle-specific control region located 3' of the enhancer. An "off-state" of the mu transgene was observed only in liver and embryonal fibroblasts, whereas enhancer-dependent mu transgene expression was detected at low levels in other nonlymphoid tissues. From these data we suggest a model for the regulation of tissue-specific mu gene expression in which a "ubiquitous" competence for basal transcription is up-regulated in lymphoid and muscle tissues by distinct cell type-specific regulatory sequences and down-regulated in liver and fibroblastic cells by putative negative sequence elements.